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Abstract. The Pompeiu functional equation is defined by Neagu for Schwartz

distributions. His method is extended to the four Cauchy functional equations

by means of two new operators Q* and R* on 3'(I). The Cauchy equations

in distributions reduce to the classical equations when the solutions are regular

distributions, i.e. locally integrable functions.

1. Introduction

Recently [1], the Pompeiu equation has been defined for distributions in

3s'(ÇÏ) where ß = (-1 ,oo) c R. When the distribution is a locally integrable

function f(x), the equation in distribution reduces to the classical Pompeiu

equation

f(x + y + xy) = f(x) + f(y) + f(x)f(y).

Fenyö [2], in finding the most general solution to the Hosszu equation

f(x + y- xy) + f(xy) = f(x) + fly),

has defined and solved it in distributional form. In this paper, we define the

Cauchy equations in distributions by means of two new operators Q* and R*

on 3!'(I). When the solutions are locally integrable functions, the equations

reduce to the classical Cauchy functional equations [3].

(1) f(x + y) = f(x)+f(y)

(2) f(x + y) = f(x)f(y)

(3) f(xy) = f(x) + f(y)

(4) f(xy) = f(x)f(y).

2. Preliminaries

Let / = (0,oo) c R and I2 = I x / c R2.   We denote by 3(1)  and
2 2

3(1 ) the spaces of infinitely differentiable functions on / and / with com-

pact supports, respectively. Similarly, g?(I) and f(/ ) are spaces of infinitely
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differentiable functions on I and / . The duals of these spaces are denoted by

a prime, e.g. 3'(I). Note that S (I) c ÏÏ{I) C £"(/) C 3'(I) (see [4]). We

denote by LXoc(I) and Lloc(/ ) the spaces of locally integrable functions on I

and / , respectively.

D is the differentiation operator in 3'(I), whereas Dx and D2 are the

partial differentiation operators in 3S1 (I ) with respect to the first and second

variable from / , respectively.

3. Some operators on 3¡'

Let Ex and E2 be integration operators from 3(1 ) into 3(1) given,

respectively, by

(5) Ex[4>](x) = j<l>(x,y)dy

and

(6) E2[ct>](y) = j'<f>(x,y)dx

for any <f> G 3(1 ). It is easy to see that both of (5) and (6) are linear operators

and we denote this by membership in Jzf[3(I );3(I)]. The adjoints of Ex

and E2 are the operators E* and E*2 from 3'(I) into 3'(I ) defined by

(7) (E*[T],<I>) = {T,Ex<f>) = (tx, j<t>{x,y)dy}

(8) {El[T\ A) = (T,E2cf>) = (ry, J<Kx,y)dx}

for T g 3'(I) and 4> G 3(I2). We note that E* G ^[3'(I);3'(I2)],

i = 1,2. The following is proved in an analogous way to [ 1 ] after replacing the

domains ß a

Proposition 1.

(a) // / e Lloc(/), then g = E*x[f] G L,oc(/2) and h = E¡[f] G LXJI2),
where g(x,y) = f(x) and h(x,y) = f(y).

(b) If a G f(7), í7zé>z2 ß = E*[a] G cf(I2) and y = E¡[a] G %(I2).

(c) If a G %(I) and T g 3'(I), then

(9) E][aT] = E*[a]E*[T],        i = 1,2.

(d) If Te 3'(I), then

(10) DXE'X[T] = E*X[DT];        DxE¡[T] = 0

(11) D2E*x[T] = 0;        D2E¡[T] = E*2[DT].

Let P be the direct product operator from 3'(I)x3'(I) into 3'(I ) given

by

(12) (P[S;T],cp) = (Sx,(T   <b(x,y))) = (Tv,(Sx,4>(x,y)))

1 1
domains ß and ß   by I and I , respectively,
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for any S, T G 3'(I) and </> G 3(I2). It is known that P is a linear operator

and that

(13) DXP[S;T] = P[DS;T];       D2P[S;T] = P[S;DT]

(see [4]). The following result from [1] is immediate, mutatis mutandis. (Note

that equations (14) as stated in [1] are incorrect.)

Proposition 2.

(a) IfTG 3'(I), then we have

(14) E¡[T] = P[T;l];       E¡[T] = P[l ; T].

(b)Ifa,ßG r(/) and S,T,Ug3'(I), then we have

(15) E\[a]P[S;U] + E\[ß]P{T;U] = P[cxS + ßT;U]

(16) E*2[a]P[S;T] + E*2[ß]P[S; U] = P[S;aT + ßU].

(c) If S ,T ,U ,V g 3'(I) are nonzero distributions and satisfy the equation

(17) P[S;T] = P[U;V],

then S = cxU and T = c2V (where cx and c2 are real constants) and con-

versely, (17) is satisfied for all real c, and c2 such that cx = l/c2.

4. The operators Q* and R*

Let ß and R be operators from 3(1 ) into 3(1) given by

(18) Q[<t>](u) = / <t>(u-v,v)dv =     cp(v,u-v)dv

(19) R[4>](u) = l¡^^dv = fi^^dv.

These are well-defined since <fi(x,y) has compact support. We note that Q,R

G S?[3(I2);3(I)]. The adjoints of these operators are Q* ,/<* G 5f[3'(I) ;

3'(I2)] defined by

(20) <ß*m,0) = (T,Q[4>]) = (Tu,Q[<p](u))

(21) (R*[T],<t>) = {T,R[<f>]) = (Tu,R[<f>](u)).

Proposition 3.

(a) If fG L.(I), then Q'[f] e L.(I2) where Q*f = f(x+y)

(b) If fG LXJI), then R'[f] G L]oc(I2) where R*f = f(xy).
2

Proof, (a) For any t¡> g 3(1 ), we have

(Q*[f), 0> = tfiam = (/("), j<Ku-v,v)dv

= l  f(u)4>(u -v ,v)dvdu

= (f(x + y),<t>(x,y)).
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2
(b) For any cj>g3(I ), we have

-Lf(u)d>(u/v,vldvdu
hi V

{f(xy),<j>(x,y)).

Proposition 4. // a(x) G %(I), then both Q*(a) and R*(a) belong to ^(I2).

Proof. Analogous to Proposition 3.

Proposition 5. If a G B'(I) and Tg3'(I) , then

(22) Q*[aT] = ß*[a]ß*[F]

(23) R*[aT] = R*[a]R*[T].

Proof. For any 4>g3(I ), we have

{Rm[aT];<t>) = (aT,R[4>]) = (T,aR[<f>])

= {T,R[<l>R*[a]]) = (R*[T],ct>R*[a])

= {R*[a]R*[T],<t>).

The first statement is proved in the same way.

Proposition 6. If T G 3'(I), then

(24) DX(Q*[T]) = Q*(DT) = D2(Q*[T]).

(25) Dx(R'[T]) = E*2(iï)R\DT)

(26) D2(R\T]) = E*x(Çi)R\DT)

where 0. = xg £(1).

Proof. Let 4>(x ,y) G3(I2) and ip(x ,y) =-d(f>/dx. Then

{D,(Q\T]),cj>(x,y)) = (Q\T],W(x,y)) = (T,QW)

= (tu, j^(u-v,v)dv^ = (ru, ^-^(u-v,v)dv^

= (T»>-§u-i*{U-V'V)dv)

= (DT,Q(<j>)) = (Q\DT],4>).
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Since fj4>(u - v,v)dv = J[<j>(v ,u - v)dv , the second part of (24) is proved

analogously. To prove (25), we have

(Dx(R*[T]),cf>(x,y)) = (R*[T],W(x,y)) = (T,Ryr)

= (Tu^l^,v)dv)^{DTu,R[^

= (R*[DT],d)-E2*(Ci))     where ß = x G e(I)

= {E¡(Q)R*[DT]><I>).

Equation (26) is proved analogously.

5. The Cauchy equations in distributions

Using the operators Q* and R*, we shall call the following equations the

Cauchy equations in distribution T G D'(I) :

(27) Q*[T] = E¡[T] + E¡[T]

(28) Q*[T] = P[T;T]

(29) R*[T] = E*X[T] + E*2[T]

(30) R*[T] = P[T;T].

Proposition 7. If T = f G LXoc(I), equations (27) to (30) reduce to the Cauchy

functional equations (I) to (4), respectively.

Proof. The statement follows from Proposition 1(a), Proposition 3, and the fact

that for (¡)g3(I2),

{P[f\ñ,<t>) = {f(x),(f(y),<b(x,y)))

= f f(x)f(y)4>(x,y)dxdy

= (f(x)f(y),<t>(x,y)).

Theorem 1. If T G 3'(I) satisfies (27), then T g &(I) where T = cCl, cgR.

Proof. From Propositions 6, 1(d) and 2(a), we have

Q*[DT] = DXQ*[T] = DXE\[T] + DXE'2[T] = P[DT;l]

Q\DT] = D2Q*[T] = D2E'[T] + D2E*2[T] = P[l ;DT].

Hence P[l ;DT] = P[DT; 1] and by Proposition 2(c), DT = c or T = cß,

cgR.

Corollary 1. If f G LXoc(I) satisfies (27), then f(x) G &(I) where f(x) = ex,

cgR.

This is the classical solution of the Cauchy functional equation (1).
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Theorem 2. If T G 3'(I) satisfies (28), then T G &(I) where T = ecQ, cgR

or T s 0.

Proof. From Propositions 6, 1(d) and equation (13), we have

Q*[DT] = DXQ*[T] = DXP[T;T] = P[DT;T]

Q*[DT] = D2Q*[T] = D2P[T;T] = P[T;DT].

Hence P[DT;T] = P[T,DT] and by Proposition 2(c), DT = cT or T =

cxe , c, , c G R. On substituting back into (28), we obtain cx = 1 or 0. Thus

T = ecÇÏ or TpO.

Corollary 2. If f g L,oc(7) satisfies (28), then f(x) G f (/) where f(x) = ecx

or 0, cgR.

Theorem 3. If T G D'(I) satisfies (29), then  T G f(7)  where T = clnQ,

cgR.

Proof. From Propositions 6, 1(d) and 2(a), we have

E¡(Q)R*(DT) = DXR*[T] = DXE*[T] + DXE¡[T] = P[DT; 1]

E*(G)R*(DT) = D2R*[T] = D2E*[T] + D2E*2[T] = P[l ;DT].

Hence E*(Q)P[DT; 1] = F*(ß)P[l ;DT]. From Proposition 2(b) and 2(c),

we obtain ÇIDT = c, c G R, Solving the differential equation in T, we get

T = c In ß + a for some arbitrary constant a . Substituting the last expression

into the equation, we see that a = 0 and the theorem is proved.

Corollary 3. 7//e Lloc(7) satisfies (29), then f(x) G %(I) where f(x) = clnx,

cgR.

This is the well-known solution of the Cauchy equation (3).   In a similar

manner, the following result can easily be shown.

Theorem 4. If T g 3'(I) satisfies (30), then T G f(7) where T = ßc, cgR

or T = 0.

Corollary 4. 7/ / e Lloc(7) satisfies (30), then f(x) G g {I) where f(x) = xc,

c G R or f(x) = 0.
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